// We are GEZOLAN

we //

// live

// quality

At GEZOLAN, the we // shapes our daily actions. we //
stands not only for dependability, willingness to help,
team spirit, cooperation and respect, but also for openness, tolerance and fairness. we // see our-selves as
GEZOLANians, who work in friendly cooperation as a
team, with a sense of we //, in order to continue the
successful path of our company. Side by side with our
customers and partners, suppliers and stakeholders, do
we // want to create something special. we // means
for us to make the world a bit more colorful together,
to make big things happen together, to be at eye level
together, to appreciate achieved goals together, to re
flect on the past together, to look ahead together and
to create the future together. With respect, dignity and
an open-door policy we // guarantee a positive work
environment. The we // is exemplified every day by all
employees up to the highest management level and is
expressing our appreciation for each and every GEZOLANian.

At GEZOLAN we // live for what we do. We // live with
all our senses for quality and professionalism and go
through life with open eyes, without prejudices and
with an open world view. We do not think in terms of
problems, but in terms of solutions. We are spurred to
// live for continuous improvement of all our actions and
for our values and attitudes. We // live to make things
happen. To // live, for us, means to be alive. To // live means to get going and not just to talk. To // live is to make
ideas come true and to reach defined goals. To // live
means to do, achieve, fulfil, create and always improve.
To // live means to develop per-sonality, to look ahead
and to learn from the past. True to the motto // live
and let // live we strive to min-imize the footprint of our
actions. We // live and work the GEZOLAN way of life.

As a company with Swiss roots we know about the tremendous importance of // quality. Our own standard of
// quality is therefore high and the driving force for our
daily actions. // quality is firmly anchored in our and the
DNA of our company. Every GEZOLANian feels personally committed to the // quality of his / her holistic actions and is aware of the importance of a high // quality
in every condition of life. We constantly examine our
actions on the basis of this awareness. For us, // quality
starts with the selection of best raw materials, continues with a safe and technologically stable production
process, and does not end with a high-quality end product. For us, // quality is also the service we deliver, the
communication with our cus-tomers, promotion of a
professional image of our company in all areas of life.
Through the // quality of our actions, products and services, we continually prove that the trust placed in us is
justified.
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